Anhui Publishing Group (APG)
Founded in November, 2005, Anhui Publishing Group (APG) is the first Chinese
large-scale publishing group that goes for enterprise organizational system
reformation while establishing the Group.
Of all APG’s 26 subsidiaries, there are 12 wholly owned and holding ones
including Time Publishing & Media Co., Ltd., a listed company. The principal
business of APG covers publishing, printing, copying, distribution, material supply
and operating for books, magazines, electronic AV, on-line and digital publications.
At the same time, the Group also operates business including foreign and domestic
trade, medicine, smart city construction, public fire safety facility, real estate, and
pharmacy.
Since its establishment, its annual revenue, profits and the growth rate of
copyright trade have been taking the lead position in the industry for five consecutive
years. The Group has been awarded as “Excellent Enterprise of the National Reform
of Cultural Administrative System”, “Top 30 National Cultural Enterprises”, “Top
500 Chinese Enterprises in Service Industry”, “Top 100 Enterprises in Anhui
Province”, and “Key National Cultural Export Company”. With a fast growth in terms
of profit and scale, APG gains a good reputation and high status in the industry with
its high quality products.

Add: Pubilishing& Media Plaza, No.1118 Feicui Road, Shushan District. Hefei, Anhui Province,
P. R. China
中国安徽省合肥市蜀山区翡翠路 1118 号出版传媒广场
Tel: +86 551 63533139
Website: http://www.apgmart.com
Contact: Mr. Xiao Chaoyang

Beijing Shouhang IHW Resources Saving Technology Co., Ltd
Beijing Shouhang IHW Resources Saving Technology Co., Ltd is a joint-stock
enterprise which is for the purposes of environmental protection, and energy-saving
technologies development constantly. It is a A-Share company listed in Shenzhen
Stock Exchange (Stock code: 002665), and is a high-tech enterprise that specialized in
the services of engineering management research and development, manufacture,
sales, erection, commissioning and training etc. for air cooling system of power plants,
solar power system, Hydro Technology and waste heat utilization system. Our
company were successfully awarded “The Second Prize of National Technical and
Technology Progress Award”,
“Beijing High-tech Enterprise”“Zhongguancun
Science Park Enterprise”, “Beijing Enterprise Technology Center” etc. and dozens of
honors.
Company was founded in 2001, headquartered in Beijing, subordinate company
include: its energy-saving tianjin branch, west of xinjiang energy co., LTD., its
energy-saving solar-thermal technology co., LTD., dunhuang first energy-saving new
energy co., LTD., its energy saving (Hong Kong) co., LTD., airport on northeast ji
digital technology co., LTD., guangdong power engineering design co., LTD., Beijing
Oriental mould co., LTD., etc.
Shouhang’s talents team consists mostly of professor senior engineers and
Doctors, who understand business, are adept in management and design, and are
proficient in construction. Company's performance over the years of strong growth.
By 2015, the company has contracting units more than 140 sets of air cooling system,
including 4 units of 1000 mw unit, 24 units (600 mw), 3 units of 480 mw, and 77 units
of 300 mw and40 sets of 300 mw unit below, performance covers 1100 mw to 50 mw
unit size of air cooling system, etc. Total installed capacity of more than 50000 mw, a
breakthrough in festival 1 billion tons of water. Covering domestic users, datang
datang group, huadian power international group, luneng group, shenhua group,
Beijing can group, ning electric group, China resources power, guohua electric power,
electric power, international trust &investment cast in shaanxi, hubei YiHua, zhongtai
chemical and other well-known domestic enterprises in the "three north" area of all
kinds of climate and physiognomy conditions for investment project. Products are
also exported to the United Kingdom, South Korea, Australia, India, Iran, ivory coast,
Pakistan and other countries.
Add: Room 208, No.3 Building, No.2 Yushun Road, Daxing District, Beijing, P. R. China
中国北京市大兴区榆顺路 2 号 3 号楼 208 室
Tel: +86 -10-52255555-8920
Website: http://www.sh-ihw.com
Contact: Mrs. Huang Tingting

Botou Xingda Motor Dies Co., LTD
Botou Xinda Motor Dies Co., LTD is a professional enterprise in motor dies
R&D, manufacturing &stamping parts
The company was established in 1992, consisting of Hefei Fuda, Tianjin Xingda,
Jiaohe Xingda, Tianjin Ogitech-Xingda technical service, two R&D centers in Tianjin.
BXMD is the largest motor dies manufacturer in China private companies, providing
systematic services on motor stamping parts, for domestic and international
automakers。Xinda was awarded “the backbone of China automobile dies manufacture
companies” by China Mould& Die Industry Association as its first members in 2007.
Business Scope: motor dies, clamping fixture, checking fixture, stamping parts
Add：jiaohe lndustrial Develcpment Zone.Botou City，HEBEI Province
河北省泊头市交河工业开发区
Tel：+86-317-8337918
Fax：+86-317-8332230
Website：www.cnxdmj.com
Email：xdbgs6616@163.com
Contact：Mr. Changsuo Wang

Brief Introduction of NetEase, Inc.
NetEase, Inc., a leading China-based Internet technology company that develops and operates
some of China’s most popular online games, e-mail services, advertising services, mobile
applications and games, web portals and e-Commerce, was founded in 1997 and ADSs listed on
NASDAQ Global Select Market (formerly the NASDAQ National Market) since June 30, 2000. It
has Over 10,000 employees as of December 31, 2014.
In early 2015, NetEase launched its e-Commerce platform ( www.kaola.com ), with the
believe in providing the best-selected international brands to the consumers in China and the best
services to both domestic consumers and international suppliers, NetEase has adopted the
cross-border e-Commerce to directly procure globally, import to the warehouses in the bonded
areas in China and retail to the Chinese consumers online.

Add: No.599 Wangshang Road, Binjiang District, Hangzhou,310052, Zhejiang, China

浙江省杭州市滨江区网商路 599 号
Tel: +86-010-82558163
Fax: +86-010-52558188
Website: www.163.com
Email: wang_xiao@corp.netease.com
Contact: Mr. Xiao WANG

China Harbour Engineering Company Ltd.
Founded in 1980, China Harbour Engineering Company Ltd. (CHEC) is a subsidiary of China
Communications Construction Company Ltd (CCCC), one of the Global Fortune 500
companies. CHEC has been developing and operating the oversea business on behalf of
CCCC. Currently, CHEC has more than 70 oversea branch offices or subsidiaries serving
clients in over 80 countries around the world. Today, our 10,000 plus employees are
undertaking 10 billion USD worth of projects globally.

CHEC is a leading provider of full services in Engineering-Procurement-Construction (EPC),
Build-Operate-Transfer (BOT), and Public-Private-Partnership (PPP) for both public and
private sectors. Our diverse infrastructure portfolio includes marine engineering, dredging and
reclamation, road and bridge, railway, airport, equipment assembly. The Company has
abundant expertise and experiences in other industries as well, such as building, municipal
works, environmental, hydraulic engineering, power plant and energy, and resource
exploration. By virtue of its advantages in technique, equipment, marketing and manpower,
CHEC is providing prestigious services globally and becoming a world-renowned brand in
the field of engineering.

DALIAN QIANFENG Real Estate Development Co., Ltd.
With the certificate of real estate developing and managing in second grade of natural
endowment, DALIAN QIANFENG Real Estate Development Co., Ltd. was
established in 2001.
For years, by courtesy of friends from all walks of life with great strength, our
company had an increasing social and economic efficiencies, had good reputation and
gained good remark and acceptance.
In recent years, we took an original concept and unceasing innovation in estate
development to build an excellent brand image and an efficient team. We have a
system of specific individual responsibility for chief engineer, chief economist and
chief accountant, and also have two management systems in senior appraisal system
and marketing planning system.
Our company has several departments such as engineering department, finance
department, sales and marketing department, design department, project development
department, HR department and etc.
We have developed many projects, such as DALIAN QIANFENG Seascape Garden,
QIANFENG Manor, Golden City Park, and Golden City House, with outstanding
remarks of their design, quality, function, and conservation.
The tenet of our company’s business: Developing the building is creating the brand.
"With sincere take a letter, take advantage in order to believe” Serve our customers
through our high quality.”

ADD：2112 Yinzhou Lntl Building.No.11 Qiyi St. Zhongshan District.DaLian,China
TEL：0411-82518661
FAX：0411-82518663
Email：dlqianfengfdc@163.com

Brief Introduction on Shandong Fangyuan Nonferrous Metals Group（Dongying
Fangyuan Nonferrous Metals Co., Ltd）
Founded in 1998, Shandong Fangyuan Nonferrous Metals Group is a grouping enterprise integrating
scientific research, industry and trade. The Company mainly focuses on production of copper, gold and
silver while also working for comprehensive extraction of precious and scarce metals including
platinum, palladium, selenium, antimony, bismuth, etc. With total assets of 28.2 billion yuan, the
company has almost 3000 employees. As the fifth largest copper producer and one of the top ten gold
and silver producers in the country, the company is also ranked among the top one hundred enterprises
in Shandong Province and top five hundred all over the nation. In 2014, the copper cathode production
volume amounted to 548 thousand tons, the gold 19.6 tons and the silver 376 tons, with the sales
income reaching 60.62 billion yuan, 3.82 billion yuan of profit and tax.

■ Devoted to high quality product and trying for the best
The company mainly produces "Lufang" brand high-purity cathode copper, smooth and fine from
surface with uniform and compact texture. The impurity in the product is only one third of the standard
stipulated by the State. It is a famous brand product in Shandong Province, a national inspection-free
product, a registered brand in Shanghai Futures Exchange, Well-know Trademark of China, and
continues to be awarded with the Nonferrous Metals Product Quality “Gold Medal". Gold and silver
products with "Lufang" mark are "National Class A" products.

■ Boosting the innovation in science and technology, leading the thriving
prosperity in the future
The company owns metallurgical technology of proprietary intellectual property right which is called
“Oxygen Bottom-blown Smelting Technology for Polymetallic Trapping”. The technology has small
investment, great environmental protection and low energy consumption, filled the vacancy in
nonferrous metals industry both at home and abroad. The overall technical indicators have reached the
world advanced level, awarded the “First Prize for Science & Technology in China’s Nonferrous
metals Industry” and the “First Prize for Progress in Science & Technology in Shandong Province" in
succession, listed into "Nonferrous metals industry ‘Twelfth Five-Year’ development plan" by MIIT
(Ministry of Industry and Information Technology of the People’s Republic of China, and it also has
been recorded in the history as "the world’s fourth generation of new copper smelting technology". The
company has established the first demonstration production line of Oxygen Bottom-blown technology
for copper smelting, leading the development and innovation of oxygen bottom-blown technology for
cooper smelting, and the demonstration project has been listed national key technology support
program, one of the seventeen key scientific and technological programs.
Keeping a foothold on independent innovation and the combination of research and application, the
company has constructed independent scientific research platform and transformation system, and
accelerated technical R&D and achievements transformation pace. It has successively established
strategic cooperation relations with domestic and overseas universities, institutes and enterprises

including Central South University, Northeastern University (NEU), Shenyang Institute of Automation,
Chinese Academy of Sciences, The University of Queensland in Australia, and American Purdue
University, CODELCO, and HOKO Co., Ltd of Mongolia. In addition, it constructed R&D platforms
such as state recognized lab, post-doctoral scientific research station, provincial engineering center and
provincial technical center. Moreover, it developed world leading multi-metal (such as copper, gold and
silver) comprehensive trapping set technology and equipment. Furthermore, it tackled “new technology
for disposing acidic waste-water in flue gas cleansing of heavy metal smelting”, achieved recycling of
acidic waste-water, and fundamentally resolved the world-level environmental protection difficulty in
nonferrous metal industry.
The company will use market means to promote “Oxygen Bottom-blown technology” as the
representative for “Fangyuan Technology” in the whole industry, and was called “Fangyuan Model” by
Ministry of Science and Technology. Nowadays, many domestic and overseas enterprises including
CODELCO, the greatest corporation in the whole world copper industry, have already applied or
prepare to utilize the “ Fangyuan Technology” for utilize it for technical alteration or upgrading.

■Deploying resources within the global range and cooperating with world-top
partners with abundant experiences and outstanding reputation
The company has been adhering to the strategy of "going global" and the overall principle of "utilizing
two resources and exploring two markets" all the way to expand raw materials supply channels. On one
hand, profound cooperative relationship has been established with world famous mining enterprises
and trade businesses and initiative has been taken predicated on technical advantage of the capability of
bottom-blown technology of handling complex polymetallic mineral materials, thus a strong mineral
powder supply network has come into shape in over ten nations and regions in the world to provide
sound guarantee for mineral supply; on the other hand, steady copper scrap supply network and bases
have been found in America, Europe and Africa in coordination with large copper scrap suppliers in the
world, so as domestic bases on the basis of preferential policy of the state in spheres of recycling
economy and "urban mine" development ; besides, cooperative relationship has been built up with a
great number of large-scale domestic smelting plants, with supply channels of blister copper and anode
plate expanded. Therefore, the company has forged a raw material structure pattern like a “three-leg
stool” consisting of "concentrate, copper scrap and blister (anode) copper" which can safeguard the raw
material supply of the company.

■ Social responsibility, honesty and credit operating with reputation gained from
society
The company is a National circular economy standardized pilot unit, high-tech base for National Heavy
Non-Ferrous Quality Monitoring and Inspection Center, National international science & technology
cooperation base and a research base of Beijing Modern Recycle Economy Research Institute. The
company has received National Contract Keeping and Credit First Enterprise, Advanced Enterprise of
Nonferrous Metals Industry, Private Science and Technology Development Award, AAA Credit
Enterprise from National Nonferrous Sector Evaluation, Demonstrative Enterprise of Shandong
Province Recycling Economy, Advanced Enterprise of Cooperation between Schools and Enterprises,
Demonstrative Enterprise of Resource recycling, Advanced Enterprise for Safety Production and many
other honorary titles.

■Forging new brilliance in nonferrous industry based upon the Yellow River
Delta
In the future, the company is constantly optimizing the production and processing chain for nonferrous
metals, improving all aspects of management level of the enterprise to build a world-class copper
enterprise.
● To establish “Treat 1.5M t/a Polymetallic Concentrate Project” , Scarce Metal Comprehensive
Extraction Program, Nonferrous Metals and Secondary Copper Comprehensive Recycling Project and
Technical Equipments Incubation and Production Model Base Project.
● To establish Fangyuan Warehousing Center and Monitoring Terminal for serving high-efficiency
eco-economic zone at the Yellow River Delta as well as some north and middle Shandong areas, which
will become the major logistic hub connecting Shandong peninsula and Beijing, Tianjin, Hebei and
Henan. Therefore, an industrial chain with coordinated development of "material flow, capital flow,
information flow and business flow" will be formulated, leading rapid growth and blooming in
transportation, processing, financing, insurance and other economic sectors.
● Based on Fangyuan Scientific and Technical Company, Fangyuan Nonferrous Metals Research
Center and the company technology center, we will popularize the widespread application of
“Fangyuan Technology” to promote technical upgrading and industrial advancement of the world’s
nonferrous metals sector.

Add: No.99 Liuyanghe Rd, DYETDZ, Dongying, Shandong, China
Tel: +86-546-8956266
Fax: +86-546-8304689
Website: www.sdfygroup.com
Email: fyjtbtg@sdfygroup.com
Contact: Mr. Ganggang Nie

Guangzhou City Star Logistics Co., LTD

Guangzhou City Star Logistics Co., LTD., founded in 1992 and headquartered in Guangzhou,
is a AAAA-class enterprise specialized in comprehensive logistic services covering intercity
truck transportation (general goods, valuable goods and overland freight goods), direct money
and goods transportation, one-stop air transportation, storage and distribution.
With years of experience in standard management and innovative operation, the company has
set its marketing networks in national cities at all levels. The company has established 300
operation outlets and equipped itself with more than 800 own special-purpose vehicle, with
the daily goods throughput over 6,000 tons. It has built cooperative relationships with
hundred of customer groups and constructed its own warehouse with an area of nearly one
million square meters. Its large-scale modern sorting bases are spread in South China, Eastern
China and Central China.
The company is rated as the “Pilot Enterprise in Transportation with Dumping Trailers” by
National Development and Reform Commission and the Ministry of Communications, the
“Demonstration Enterprise in Environment-friendly Transportation” by the World Bank and
Guangdong Department of Communications and the “Key Contact Enterprise in Modern
Service Industry” by Guangdong Development and Reform Commission. In addition, it is
also awarded with many honors such as “National Advanced Enterprise”, “Chinese Famous
Brand”, “Top 100 Enterprises of Service Industry in Guangdong” and “Guangdong Credit
Logistics Enterprise”.

Guangzhou HuaRong Investment Co.,Ltd.
HUARONG Investment is an investment and management enterprise with diversified
operation and the core as the health industry.
At present, HUARONG Investment includes four business engines, which are “plantation,
production, and trade and property management”. By virtue of the diversified operation
centralized on the health industry, it marches towards being listed in the market in big steps. It has
nine affiliated enterprises and a training base. Plantation---Longchuan County NANYAOGU
Plantation Co., Ltd., production---Guangxi TAIRONG Medicine Co., Ltd., Zhongshan YINFU
Electric Appliance Co., Ltd., trade---Puning TAIRONG Medicine Co., Ltd., Guangdong
JINTAIRONG Medicine Co., Ltd., TAIRONG Medicine, Guangzhou AIHANZHEN Trade Co.,
Ltd., Lanquan Wine Chateau, Eastern Guangdong Flagship Store, propery
management---Guangzhou YEZHILV Investment Management Co., Ltd. The training base is
called LIJIAN Institute. HUARONG Investment Company provides supervision, management and
guidance to the above mentioned enterprises.

HUARONG has continuously improved its insights and the capability of grasping the
investment opportunities in China, and the capability of optimizing its corporate management,
and constructing multiple channels and financing systems to connect the superior capital.
Thus, a core team which approves HUARONG culture can be built, and the core
competitiveness for its sustainable development can be created and deemed as the foundation
of HUARONG’s stable and rapid business growth.
Under the guidance of Pan Qinping, the Chairman of the Board, the company has
adhered to the guideline of “operating an enterprise in a standardized and well-grounded way,
and with your brainstorm.” In the pursuit of economic development, HUARONG makes
endeavors to share its development achievements with its employees and partners, and the
society, and takes the initiative to contribute to the society. Also, it commits itself positively
into the improvement of the business ecosystem and natural ecosystem in China, and the
driven and support of China’s economy and the renaissance of the Chinese culture.

Add:
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District,Guangzhou,China.
广州市白云区金沙洲环洲三路华苑山庄 1 号之一 6 楼
Tel: +86-020-81656571
Fax: +86-020-81656571
Website: www.huarongw.com
Email: jtryy@vip.163.com
Contact: Mr. Pan
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Hebei Jingda Machine Tools Manufacturing Co.,Ltd.
Hebei Jingda Machine Tools Manufacturing Co.,Ltd..,which is located in Hebei Province was
founded in 1979 with the former name of Jiaohe Foundry.It has now become a middle-sized local
heavy machine building enterprise covering the land of 36 thousand square meters among which
there are 20 thousand square meters of construction area.It has more than 400 employees,among
which there are 45 specialists of various professions,10 high-title experts and 14 middle-title
specialists.We have mainly 48 sets of production equipments,and there are complete equipment
sets for lathing,milling,planing,grinding ,drilling and boring.It is equipped with workshops of
foundry,machining,and heat processing.Particularly,the foundry branch and machining branch
have the advantages of high capacity of foundry and high ability of machining large pieces,which
plays a leading role among the local companies in this sector.Our products are exported to more
than 20 cities,and autonomous regions all over the world.
Our main products are divided into 3 types::
1.Machine tools:Large gantry-type drilling and milling machine(CNC or NC),gantry-type planing
machine,end-face milling machine,vertical or horizontal boring and milling machine,mechanical
slide platform,machine body and so on.
2.Measuring tools and instruments: cast iron surface plate,cast iron angle plate,straight
edge,square ruler,square block,v-blocks,precision bench center,granite surface plate and related
measuring tools etc.
3.Automotive moulds.
Tel: 86-317-8290955 (Domestic market)
86-317-5561573 (International market)
Fax: 86-317-8294068
Email: btjdlj@vip.163.com(Domestic market)
juliet@jingdagroup.net (International market)
Add : #4 Road,Industrial development zone, Botou City,Hebei,China
Website: www.btjdlj.com (Chinese)
www.jingdagroup.net (English)

The credibility of the House Department Store Group
The credibility of the House Department Store Group, headquartered in Huanghua,
Hebei Province, was founded in 1984, is a retail department store chain based
joint-stock commercial enterprise groups. Group consists of five subsidiary
companies, 18 branches, four stores, located in Cangzhou, Shijiazhuang, Hengshui,
Baoding and Shandong and other regions. Business area of 250,000 square meters,
more than 1 billion yuan in fixed assets, employees two million people. 2009
operating income of 1.3 billion yuan, taxes of 68 million yuan; 2010 operating income
of 1.8 billion yuan, taxes of 84 million yuan.
Group framework is set to:
Parent: Blue House Department Store Group Co., Ltd. Headquarters: Huanghua
credibility floor commercial
Branch: Qingxian commercial building credibility, reputation building commercial
Botou, Cangzhou reputation building commercial buildings, commercial building
credibility Hejian
Subsidiaries:
Zibo Commercial Building Co. credibility include: Huantai reputation building
commercial buildings, commercial building credibility Laiwu
House Department Store Co. Ltd., Dongying credit include: kenli credibility floor
commercial
Hengshui reputation House Department Store Co. Ltd. include: Zaojiang reputation
building commercial buildings, commercial building credibility Qinghe
Baoding reputation House Department Store Co. Ltd. include: Lixian reputation
building commercial buildings, commercial building credibility Wangdu
Shijiazhuang reputation House Department Store Co. Ltd. include: Gaocheng
reputation building commercial buildings, commercial building Zhaoxian credibility,
reputation building commercial Jinju, Xinji credibility floor trader, Shijiazhuang
Yuhua credibility floor department store, Shijiazhuang reputation building department
store high column
Franchise: Chengde Weichang Manchu and Mongolian Autonomous County of North
Yan Mall
Shandong Province YANGXIN Fuyuan commercial limited liability company
Plain County, Shandong Province, Cheng and Commercial Co., Ltd.
After three years of exploration and practice, the credibility of the House to
establish a set of effective cultural concept system and management system, forming a
unique pattern of private retail, creating a broad social impact, "the credibility of the
House phenomenon" . 2007, was elected to the Ministry of Commerce, the country's
most influential department store business.
Shijiazhuang subsidiary was established in August 23, 2008, until the end of 2014 has
opened six commercial buildings, namely August 23, 2008 Gaocheng store opened;
August 28, 2010 Zhaoxian store opened; 2011 August 27 Jinju store opened;
September 24, 2011 Xinji store opened; December 28, 2013 Shijiazhuang Yuhua

store opened; Shijiazhuang high column store construction, is expected by the end of
November 2014 opening. Since its inception in Shijiazhuang subsidiaries chairman
and general manager Zhang Hong Kong subsidiary office in Shijiazhuang, business
area of 84,000 square meters, fixed assets 60 million yuan, more than 10,000
employees. 2014 operating income of 1,094,630,000 yuan, taxes of 626.11 million
yuan. Various shops unified business scope, including clothing, footwear, food, gold
jewelry, cosmetics, electronic products, daily necessities such as hundreds of
categories, thousand kinds of commodities.
Building credibility adhering to the "credibility of the floor-based, and earnestly
safeguard the interests of consumers and suppliers" business purposes, the
implementation of price tag, so that consistent quality and price, maintain fair
competition; implementation of "depending on the customer as a friend" marketing
method, the customer as friends and family to be treated; Purchasing Guide with a
wealth of product knowledge and skilled service skills, sincere satisfaction to help
customers to buy goods, forming a "sale of one mind," the unique atmosphere; perfect
practice the "Three Guarantees measures" so that customers here Shopping feel
comfortable, worry, be happy.

JASONMOULD INDUSTRIAL COMPANY LIMITED
Jasonmould Industrial company limited has been certified with ISO9001-2008 &
TS16946 International Quality Certification. According to its past experience, it has
established perfect management procedures and a quality guarantee system ; expert
technology of mold making and plastic products, advanced equipment for
silk-screening, transfer-printing, surface coating, and so on. We have focused on
quality, costing, and delivery. Our staff is committed to manufacturing quality
products, on time, with competitive prices. Our success has been achieved by a
combination of advanced technology, precision equipment, and qualified staff. These
elements work together to accomplish our goal: High-quality product delivered on
time.
访 问 目 的：
经 营 范 围：
希望洽谈领域：

▪出

口

□ 进 口

□投资与合作 （请将□内涂▪）

汽车零件的设计制造, 电子产品，家用电器，安防器材，医疗器械

汽车零件的设计制造, IT、 安防器材，视听、通讯，医疗器械及电子产
品制造商

Add : 广东惠州博罗龙溪龙岗村龙岗大道路口
Tel： +86 752 6677 260
Fax: +86 752 6679 280
Website: www.jason-mould.com
Email: jasonlam@jason-mould.com
Contact: Mr. Jason Lam

Jiangsu Dongfang Filter Pocket CO., Ltd.
Jiangsu Dongfang Filter Pocket CO., Ltd. is a professional manufacturer in the
line of air filtration material. Established in the early 90s, after 20 years of
development, we have been a large scale enterprise with 42.685 million RMB capital
funds, occupying the building area 38000 square meters, attracting more than 495
staff, owning the property of 108 million RMB. Jiangsu Dongfang Filter Pocket CO.,
Ltd. owns two affiliations—Yancheng Filter Bag Institute of Technology and
Engineering, and Funing Membrane Laminating and Coating Filter Media Co., Ltd. In
the mean while , we have 2 additional offices: Fukuoka Office(Japan) and Nanjing
Office (China).
Our company attaches great attention to the innovation of technology. In the
recent years, we have been cooperating with the universities and research institutes
like Donghua University, Southeast University and Jiangsu Environmental
Engineering Institute and so forth for the R&D of several new high-tech products, and
enjoyed a good reputation from the customers. Our products won the gold medal in
the 9th China International Environmental Protection Exhibition. Besides, some of our
products have been listed in the “National Torch Plan Project”, the “National Core
New Product” and the “Jiangsu High-tech Product” by the National Ministry of
Science.
We have passed the ISO9001:2000 quantity system and ISO14001: 2004
environment system attestation years ago, recommended as the “National Model
Enterprise” by the Ministry of Agriculture and China Township Enterprise
Association, named as the “ National High-tech Enterprise”, “Jiangsu Research
Center of Filter Material Engineering Technology”. Plus, our brand “Zhirong” has
been awarded as “Jiangsu Famous Brand”.
Our filter series products sell well in more than 30 cities of our domestic market.
Meanwhile, we export to countries like United States, Korea, and Italy etc and
established long term cooperation relationship with them.

Add: No.66 Environmental protection filter industry park, Funing224400, Jiangsu,
China
江苏省阜宁县环保滤料产业园 66 号
Tel: +86-515-87398811
Fax: +86-515-87396611
Website: www.fneast.com
Email: jsdfld@163.com

Contact: Mr. Sun

Jiangsu Senze Group
Jiangsu Senze Group is a professional modern air pollution control technology
enterprises， which combines scientific research, production, installation and service
in one.. Business involves a variety of air pollution control projects with a variety of
dust flue gas purification equipment and metal structures and non-standard equipment
design, manufacturing and service capabilities: governance in a closed submerged arc
furnace with a sound technical and leading technology, closed submerged arc furnace
technology and silica fume recovery encryption technology to obtain a national
patent.
In recent years, our group in the metallurgical, chemical, power, building
materials and many other industries contracted more than 80 large-scale
environmental improvement projects, has to undertake several large industrial silicon,
ferrosilicon or more Ltd 27000KVA more than 30 sets of large industrial silicon,
silicon iron furnace flue. Dust purification equipment design, manufacturing,
installation engineering tasks. Simultaneously a number of international co-operation
projects, has won the majority of users praise, has won the "key environmental
protection industry, manufacturing enterprises", "50 key environmental protection
projects in China recommended companies", "2010 China's environmental protection
equipment manufacturing industry, the brand spectrum of the top ten brands Gold
Award "," unit of the World Eminence Chinese Business Association "and so on.
Purpose of visit: □Export
□Import
■Investment and Cooperation
Business: Dust engineering equipment manufacturing, sales, installation; dust removal
system engineering and technical research, design; engineering and construction dust.
Wish to discuss areas: environmental protection, flue gas cleaning, dust
treatment
Address: Funing Economic Development Zone, Jiangsu Province, 28 Xiexin Road
URL: http://www.jssenze.com/
E-mail: jssz72092@126.com
Phone: 0515-68588001
Fax: 0515-68588008

Lijiang Bofu agricultural science and technology development.,Ltd
Lijiang Bofu agricultural science and technology development.,Ltd.(LBASTD., for
short)was founded in 2008. It's a enterprise focuses on R&D, production and sales of
potato. The enterprise is certificated as 'The key leading enterprise in Lijiang',
'Technology-based enterprise in Yunnan province', 'Seed base enterprise', 'Technology
demonstration garden enterprise', and 'New high-tech enterprise in Yunnan province'.
The enterprise mainly engages in production and operation of virus-free potato seed.
LBASTD owns several proprietary intellectual property rights. LBASTD not only
supplies its product to domestic company, but cooperates with many international
company like PepsiCo America and Simplot America etc.

Add: Taian town, Yulong county, Lijiang, Yunnan province.
云南省丽江市玉龙县太安乡
Tel: +86- 888-5100758
Fax: +86- 888-5100758
Email: songwenfangjingli@126.com
Contact: Mrs. Wenfang SONG

Linyi Wangli Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.
Lin Yi Wangli engineering machinery co,. Ltd., founded in 2001, is the biggest
engineering machinery retailer and gas products producer, with 2 subsidies
specialized in engineering machinery sales and 3 subsidies specialized in gas products
production and selling. Its annual revenues have already reached 205 million RMB.
The company’s sale has reached the European and American market, Russian, Africa,
Middle East as well as the Southeast Asian market.
After years’ of painstaking endeavor and development, Lin Yi Wang Li company
has already become a famous showcase in the engineering machinery selling
industries and was awarded consecutively as the AAA company in terms of credit by
the Agriculture Bank of China. .

Linyi Wangli Engineering Machinery Co., Ltd.

Tel: +86-539-7677068
Fax: +86-539-7677068
Email: yjl_887@163.com
Contact: Mr. Huiwen Chen

Shanxi Guanli Flange Co., Ltd.
Shanxi Guanli Flange Co., Ltd., is a group manufacturer which is engaged in
manufacturing carbon steel, alloy steel, stainless steel and aluminum alloy flange, and
processing forgings. The company, founded in 1988, has become an enterprise with
the largest export volume of flanges in Shanxi Province, through more than 20 years
of development. Guanli has set up business offices in Taiyuan, Beijing, Shanghai,
Xi’an and Chongqing. And its products have been supplied to the large domestic
enterprises such as CNPC, SINOPEC,CNOOC, and etc., and also been sold to Europe,
America, Southeast Asia and other countries and regions, realizing annual foreign
exchange earnings of US$20 million. Our company has complete quality control
system and detection means, and has passed the certifications of German
TUV-ISO9001 Quality Management System and TUV-PED/CE Product Quality
System in 2002, and API, CCS ISO9001 Quality Management System and BV
suppliers in 2010, and obtained the special equipment manufacturing license and other
necessary qualifications. “Guanli” was rated as “Shanxi Famous Trademark” and
“China Famous Brand”, and Shanxi Guanli Flange Co., Ltd. was honored with
“Nationwide Quality Credit AAA Brand Enterprise”, “Enterprise Technology Center”,
“Experimental Demonstration Base”, etc.

Add: Chenjiaying Industrial Park, Dingxiang County, Shanxi, China
山西省忻州市定襄县陈家营工业园区
Post Code: 035407

Tel: +86(0)350-6098300
Fax: +86(0)350-6098118
Website: www.sxguanliflange.com
Email: gl0008@yeah.net

State Nuclear Power Technology Corporation
State Nuclear Power Technology Corporation (hereinafter referred to as SNPTC)
was founded on May 22nd, 2007 and is one of the 53 key state-owned enterprises
under the administration of the Central Government.
SNPTC, as the transferee of the advanced 3rd generation nuclear power
technology, is the main body to execute related engineering design and project
management, and to form the Chinese brand of nuclear power technology via
digestion, absorption and re-innovation of the imported advanced technology; is the
major carrier and research platform to accomplish the introduction of the 3rd
generation nuclear power technology—AP1000, building the project and developing
independently in a self-reliant manner; is the leading entity to proceed the major
project of large-scale advanced pressurized water reactor CAP1400/1700; and is the
body to carry out the building of national major program demonstration project.
SNPTC primarily undertake the introduction, digestion, absorption, research and
development, transfer, application and promotion of the 3rd generation nuclear power
technology (AP1000), form proprietary brand of nuclear power technology via
self-dependent innovation; organize domestic enterprises to share, with payment, the
technology in a equitable way; bear the project building, technical support and
consultant service for the 3rd generation nuclear power; deal with electrical power
project contracting and associated services, as well as some other businesses approved
or authorized by the State.
SNPTC has been dedicated in continuously deepening the research and design of
state-of-the-art nuclear power technology and in deploying the industry layout in such
areas as related equipment and materials manufacturing, project management,
operation service, etc. Up to date, a nuclear power technology group, composed of 13
wholly-owned subsidiaries, 7 holding subsidiaries, 2 joint-stock subsidiaries and 6
branches, has taken into shape.

Address：Building No.1, Compound No.29.North 3rd Ring, Xicheng District, Beijing.
Zip code：100029
Service number：010-58197001、01058197002
Fax：010-58197000
Website：http://www.snptc.com.cn

Tianfu Mercantile Exchange

Tianfu Mercantile Exchange is an electronic trading platform
approved by both the Sichuan Provincial People’s Government and Tibet
Autonomous Region People’s government. The exchange provides
transactions settlement, delivery, logistics service and supply chain
finance for bulk stock.
Tianfu Mercantile Exchange was established in 2011, cofounded by
Western China’s leading enterprises of iron & steel, chemical, mining,
agriculture, media and some large domestic financial institutions. Now
TME has grown into the largest electronic spot trading platform in
Western China.
Scope of business: market administration and intermediary service
for bulk stock contract trading; clearing and delivery service for bulk
stock; consulting service for the business above.

Yunnan RongTao trade co., LTD
Yunnan RongTao trade co., LTD. (hereinafter referred to as "the company") was
founded in 2006 on August 29, the original author Xu Shifen, hu tao, zhang ning
established investment co., LTD. The registered capital of RMB 5000.00 5000; The
registered address is located in kunming economic and technological development
zone science and technology innovation park A3-15, choi wan road headquarters is
located in kunming city century jin yuan international business center building a 3 b;
The legal representative Xu Shifen; Scope of business for domestic trade, material
supply and marketing, goods and technology import and export business, etc. Each
big steel mills, annual operating various types of steel market, the wholesale, retail.
For China's water and electricity, China railway construction in yunnan province
highway construction of key projects such as the steel mills for quantity and field
distribution, zero in the steel market in kunming and yunnan area enjoys a high
reputation in the construction of key projects of steel supply, has obtained the good
prestige, is the key project construction owners and construction unit department
supplies reliable friend and helper.
Business scope: domestic trade, material supply and marketing, goods and
technology import and export business, etc. Each big steel mills, wholesale, retail all
kinds of steel market.

Address: clouds north road in kunming, yunnan province city of century jin yuan
international business center building a 3 b

云南省昆明市彩云北路世纪城世纪金源国际商务中心一号楼 3B
Tel: +86-871-63821350
Fax: +86-871-63813183
Website: www.ynrtmy.com
E-mail: Yunnanrt@126.com

Contact:Ms.SHIFEN XU

